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Great, helpful book! Plenty of info. It can get yourself a little "boring" so we've been reading it
gradually but he really likes it and I love having ways to clarify ADHD to him. We have since
ordered more ADHD interesting books and are enjoying them as well. He says he loves that there
surely is a publication about children whose brains work just like his.When we first started
reading it we had a problem with him "blaming" his ADHD for a few of his negative options and
behaviors but we kept reiterating to him that it is not an excuse or grounds to make bad choices,
it just means he must work harder than other folks to make good options and it appeared to
stop. We bought this book for our boy who has ADHD and it was very informative not merely for
him but also for us aswell, we enjoyed the illustrations and the newfound knowledge of how to
live with this. Highly recommend this book. Directed toward the child, but actually helps adults to
understand ADHD life too!!!! Well written for kids. He is 9.. I recommend this publication to
anyone dealing with a child with Add more/ADHD! It's created in a manner that he can
understand. Great Book Easy Browse for Kids with TIPS I bought this to use with the ADHD
children I work with, but my 9 yr previous who has some Insert/ADHD traits wished to go through
it. It's created to the kid with an ADHD diagnosis, but it helps the mother or father understand
what their child could be going through or thinking about post-diagnosis.. Even more information
to create it better to address and hopefully avoid the problem escalating. Great reserve! My child
liked it plenty of that he desired me to get it so he could make personal usage of it.. He really
relates to what the message is normally and assists him and the adults in his existence have a
better understanding of what he handles. I recommend this book to anyone who is working with
kids who've ADHD symptoms and to parents with kids recently identified as having ADHD. She
loved the publication and finished reading it in 1 day. It explains items that are hard for me
personally to explain. I have the publication and the Kindle edition. As a mother or father, I
pointed out that my son's self-self-confidence was improving after reading the publication and
may verbalize his needs much better since he comprehended what he was going right through.
Good read Easy browse. Or rather get a better of understanding of why and how a small situation
can escalate to a straight bigger problem. When she was completed she asked me to please
obtain her a binder to help her stay organized with her college papers. Son enjoyed for a little bit
but lost interest My son liked this and found to identify with things in it but grew bored
somewhat quickly because. Younger one actually sensed better about himself after reading it. I
gave it to him before his diagnosis, when I suspected he previously ADHD like his brother. He
was in a place where he was convinced he was a bad kid because he was having trouble
following rules, mostly at college, and would impulsively perform things without thinking that he
regretted doing. Nice Book Readable, great tips! Great book for kids with ADHD This was an
excellent book for both of my children with ADHD.. She said she discovered a whole lot about
herself and her twin sister, and also took note on things that could help her stay arranged.. well
he suffers from ADHD Much less child-friendly of a go through as We had hoped ... Much less
child-friendly of a browse as We had hoped. I attempted reading it to my ADHD grandson but
really couldn't continue. More of an adult read, which wasn't what I was looking for. EYE Starting
!!!This book is a good way to assist you as well as your child explore and understand their
diagnosis together I highly recommend it!Every time we read it he really identifies with the mini
stories about other kids fighting symptoms. Helping Tool to Understand ADHD Great read for just
about any parent, Grand mother or father or even the kid to get a better understanding of the way
to handle a situation. My son and We read this together. Three Stars Is was ok everything To
attain and teach to children with ADHD, great tool Good information An excellent read for
children with ADHD. We got this to help my 7 year old understand his diagnosis better. ADHD Son



Recommended I borrowed this publication from the library. I recommend this reserve to anyone
who's dealing with kids . This publication helped him realize that his brain worked with
techniques that made some factors harder for him, and that he wasn't attempting to be bad.
Informative My son liked this publication. As a therapist, this is a great resource to greatly help
your client put phrases into how they are feeling and normalizes their personal knowledge.
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